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Dragon’s Den 

Mentoring 
By Master Vaughn 

 

As we do every year, the Black Belts at the dojang have met and picked a theme 
for the year 2004.  This year’s theme for Vaughn’s Dojang is Mentoring. 

Since I have been teaching, I have told my students, “I don’t teach people to be 
Black Belts, I teach them to be teachers of Black Belts.”  If you have noticed, the 
instructors at Vaughn’s Dojang all wear black pants with the word MENTOR printed 
down the right leg.  This is to remind the students and the instructor of the relationship 
that is formed between them. 

M .....Manage 

E......Encourage 

N .....Nurture 

T ......Teach 

O .....Organize 

R .....Reinforce 

 Being a mentor for someone is a high calling.  It means setting the example, and 
it means caring.  Caring is the key to good mentoring, and respect is the key to being 
mentored.  This concept is as old as martial arts.  In ancient times, this concept was 
called “sitting by the teacher.” 

The Black Belts have made mentoring the focus of the year 2004.  My wish is that 
they take the job of mentoring, and all that it implies, very seriously.  This includes 
teaching in a fashion that is fair and consistent, being on time to start class, handling all 
the administrative duties that go along with teaching, and doing follow-ups on students 
that need it.  It also means the instructor keeping up with his/her own training and 
attending the required instructor classes, and it includes being a good spokesperson 
for the dojang and the WTSDA. 

As I said before, it is not easy to be a good mentor.  It is quite a challenge, but with 
great rewards, such as seeing someone you have mentored achieve the goals they 
have set and go beyond to bigger and better things.  It’s a great feeling that is worth 
the work. 

We love to tell folks that we train in a traditional style of martial art.  Mentoring is 
probably one of the oldest traditions we have.  Let us make a commitment to the year 
2004, by truly honoring and practicing that tradition. 

Upcoming events:  

Feb. 21, 25, 28—BB Maintenance Testing 

March 6—Riverwinds, NJ Gup Clinic 

April 24—Region 8 Dan Testing 

May 8—Lancaster Gup Clinic 

June 11-13—Adult Black Belt Camp 

June 18-20—Youth Black Belt Camp 

July 9-11—World Tournament (Orlando) 
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Vaughn’s Winter Tournament 
 John Collins, 1st Gup 

 By all accounts the annual Vaughn’s Winter Tournament was a complete success.  
From the night before when the usual crowd of Vaughn’s Dojang regulars showed up to 
set up, through the morning parking routine, competitions, and tear-down, this had to be 
one of the most efficient tournaments on record.  Although we have fond memories of the 
Phoenixville YMCA, it’s so much nicer to have enough space for spectators to sit on the 
bleachers and actually see their friends and family compete.  Many thanks to the 
dedicated folks who served us snacks and drinks, and judged or scored our competitions.  
Also special thanks to Mrs. Luneau, Mrs. Moore, and the Dans at the head table who 
pretty much stayed there working the entire day.  You helped make this one of the most 
enjoyable tournaments ever! 

 Although perennially cheerful, Kwan Chang Nim had an especially 
broad smile on his face as he was able to simultaneously witness the Tiny 
Tigers’ antics to his left, and the wonderful performance of the Special 
Dragons to his right.  Our very own Special Dragons, Mr. David Bauer and 
Ms. Rebecca Bricklin put on an impressive breaking demonstration (some 
people think Mr. Bauer’s ki hap actually scares the boards into breaking!).  
This was followed by some impeccable hyung performances their class had 
been preparing for weeks, as well as some very spirited sparring.  We hope 
many of our Special Dragons will compete at the 2004 World Championship 
this summer and make us all proud! 

 This year we hosted over 300 competitors 
from over a dozen dojangs.  Vaughn’s Dojang 
alone had almost 50 students compete, and as 
usual, there seemed to be at least one Vaughn’s 
competitor at the awards stand for every division 
called.  Although we can’t list all awards won by 
Vaughn’s competitors here, one of the most 
notable performances was Mr. Mike Papp’s 
stunning breaking demonstration, taking first place 
in the teenage boys Dan division.  Also notable 
was Jen Luneau’s sweep of the 11-13 year-old 
girls Dan division to take first in sparring.  There 
was an amazing number of Vaughn’s competitors 
leaving the gym with 2 or 3 pieces of hardware—a 
testament to both their own hard work, and 
especially to the best cadre of certified black belt 
instructors in the WTSDA.  Well, OK, I admit I’m biased. 

 Finally, as a Tang Soo Do dad myself, I was especially touched by 
the champions group which included our good friends, Darrell Hurd, Sam 
Dan (senior men Dan division) and his daughter, Heather, Cho Dan 
(teenage girls Dan division).  We got to visit with many friends made at 
the Region 8 Championship and black belt camps, and we got to say a 
special hello to Mr. & Mrs. Jorgensen from Keystone Tang Soo Do in 
Pittsburgh.  Judging by the number and size of the smiles I saw there, 
everyone enjoyed themselves immensely.  See you next year! 
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Thanks to all who contributed their time to the tournament! 
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The 2nd WTSDA Ki Gong Clinic 

Liz Francis, E Dan 

 January 9th to January 11th was the 
2nd WTSDA Ki Gong Clinic in Myrtle 
Beach, SC.   All of us met at the Chester 
County Airport to begin our Ki Gong 
weekend.  When we arrived it was rainy 
and cold, not quite beach-like, but no 
matter.  Once the clinic began the 
weather was inconsequential.  Though we 
had an agenda, I was not sure what to 
expect.  My best guess was that there 
may be similarities to the Black Belt 
Clinics, but I really didn’t know. 

  We changed into our Ki Gong 
uniforms and joined our fellow 
practitioners.  There were about 75 
participants.  Grandmaster Shin 
welcomed us and told us that his goal was 
to do as much as possible in the next 2 
days.  He had 22 hours of information and 
training to give to us.  There would be little 
time for much else.  After introductions we 
began. 

  We started, as we would each day, 
with the basic Ki exercises for health and 
longevity, stretching and opening our Ki 
channels.  This was followed by 
Fragrance Ki Gong hyungs that we 
routinely practice.  I felt myself settling 
into Ki Gong mode.  The concerns of work 
and home and all the other commitments 
of life and family began to recede into the 
background.  This is an enormous luxury 
for me as a working mom, martial arts 
teaching, caretaking person.  In my mind I 
was thanking Master Vaughn for taking on 
the responsibility to make sure I was able 
to attend, Mr. Francis for taking on the 
chores of home, Mr. Altiere for covering 
my Saturday teaching chores, and Mr. 
Lipstein for taking on the chores of 
arranging transportation. 

  After our hyungs, Grandmaster Shin 
spoke about breathing and meditation 
techniques.  Then we began a sitting 
meditation.  Using the techniques we had 
just discussed and counting on my 
meditation practice at home, I was feeling 
relatively confident.  After 5 minutes of 
sitting, I was able to maintain my 
breathing and calmness of mind.  After 20 
minutes, I began having a more difficult 
time maintaining a quiet mind.  I began 
counting; a method Grandmaster Shin 
said would help us focus during 
meditation.  After 45 minutes I finally had 
to move my legs and readjust my posture.  
Someone was snoring in the back, and I 
really hoped that if I fell asleep I wouldn’t 
fall over or snore.  After 60 minutes, when 
Grandmaster Shin signaled us to come 

out of meditation and prepare for the end 
of the evening’s activities, I was relieved 
and ready to go to sleep. 

  The next day began at 6:00 am with a 
walk on the beach at 40 ºF.  Very 
invigorating.  I should have brought a hat 
and a warmer coat!!  We gathered again 
in our meeting room and began our day 
as we had begun the night before.  After 
that Grandmaster Shin began teaching.  
The lessons of the day included lecture, 
discussion, demonstration, meditation, 
active exercising, and massage.  Those 
18 hours were jam-packed with the 
wealth of what Grandmaster Shin had 
been learning from his instructor, Master 
Kim, over the last 2 years.  I could not 
relate everything we did, but what follows 
are some of the highlights. 

 

 One of the goals of Ki Gong is to 
ensure that your Ki is free-flowing and 
balanced.  Methods to accomplish this 
include Ki Gong exercises, breathing, diet 
modification, acupuncture, and 
acupressure…or massage.  Singly and in 
pairs we practiced a variety of massage 
techniques designed to remove any Ki 
blockages.  Some important areas we 
focused on singly included our ears, our 
feet and our hands.  When paired up, we 
worked on our shoulders, our spines and 
our legs.  Mrs. Powell and I were partners 
for the pair massage.  Some of the 
techniques were familiar to me and 
relatively easy to perform; some were 
difficult and new.  We had to really work 
with our partners to ensure that we were 
performing the techniques correctly. 

  Another very exciting segment was 
going through a new Ki Gong Hyung, 
called The Dragon’s Gate.  It is a mixture 
of moving and still meditation and 
breathing.  A sequence of 15 steps of 
repetitive movement or still meditation is 
performed with specific breathing for each 
step.  We went through it once and then 
repeated the movements later in the 
clinic.  Then Grandmaster Shin quickly 
reviewed verbally to allow us to try and 

record the sequence of movements. 

  The final activity I would like to 
discuss was the “Marrow Washing” 
meditation.  This is a standing still 
meditation, led by Grandmaster Shin.  
One of the techniques in Ki Gong 
meditation is visualization.  You are 
visualizing the Ki in your body and in your 
environment.  You are visualizing that Ki 
going to the different parts of your being 
internally…your liver, your dan jun, your 
brain, your spine.  Grandmaster Shin 
assisted with the process by describing 
where our mind should be throughout the 
meditation.  We had done this for 30 
minutes when Grandmaster Shin came to 
the dojang to test us for our first Ki Gong 
advancements.  At that time, I felt 
accomplished to have done the full 30 
minutes.  At the clinic we did this for over 
an hour.  When we finished it was 
midnight.  I should have been exhausted.  
I usually go to bed early and get up early, 
but Ms. Powell and I were so energized, 
we ended up talking about the day and 
what we had learned for another hour 
after we went upstairs to our room. 

  The following morning began again 
with the routine of Ki exercises and 
hyungs.  Grandmaster Shin followed this 
with the Dragon’s Gate Hyung.  We all did 
a little better than we had done the day 
before, because the movements and 
postures were not brand new to us.  But 
what really struck me was this.  When I 
thought back to Friday night and my 
discomfort at sitting for 1 hour versus how 
I was feeling now, Sunday, after yet 
another 1-hour meditation, I could not 
believe the difference.  I truly believe that 
the difference was the balance of Ki in my 
body.  There is no way that in 2 days my 
muscles had “learned something” that 
made it easier to stand in a relatively 
strange posture for 1 hour.  The difference 
was in my Ki, my mind, and my breathing 
after doing Ki Gong for 2 ½ days.  That is 
what I truly believe. 

  After we completed our meditations, 
we joined together for breakfast, 
graduation and closing comments by 
some of the participants and Grandmaster 
Shin.  The sincerity and humility that 
Grandmaster Shin had shown throughout 
the clinic was apparent again in his 
closing comments.  Presenting Ki Gong 
concepts and practices is something that 
Grandmaster Shin truly believes will 
benefit us all…..martial artists and non-
martial artists alike. 
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Tips and Tricks 
Preparing for Competitions 

Melissa Jaworski 
 

 As we all know, Vaughn’s Dojang just recently hosted their annual winter tournament, and we must say,  
congratulations to the students of Vaughn’s Dojang for bringing home so many of those colossal trophies! 

 
 Want some more tips to improve your forms, sparring, and breaking for further competitions?  How about for 

the world competition coming up in July?  Take a look below and see what 5 tips YOU can look into… 
 

 Start practicing your forms a great deal ahead of time...a few weeks or a month…before the tournament.  
Start out practicing a few days a week, and as you come closer to the tournament, progress to at least 

once a day! ☺ 
 

 When practicing your form, each day try to focus on something different you can improve.  Write it down if 
it helps!  Keep a notebook of all the improvements you can make to your form and reread it each time 
before practicing!  It won’t take you very long, and it will remind you of the techniques you have been 

working on! 
 

 If planning to break, make sure you practice these ahead of time!! Buy your wood early enough so it is in 
perfect condition for your breaking ability.  Not sure what type of wood to buy? There are information 

papers in the studio!  Practice your breaks first on targets, and with instructors’ help and input.  As you 
feel more comfortable, try the breaks with wood.  However, make sure you don’t try these breaks too 

close to competition time…just in case an injury does happen, you have time to heal. ☺ 
 

 Attend those special classes designed for sparring!  Mr. White has an EXCELLENT class Monday nights 
from 8-9pm that really focuses on improving your sparring techniques!  It’s a great class to attend, 

especially before tournaments to get you prepared!  Additionally, he’ll take time to look at your forms too!  
So what are you waiting for? Get over there now! 

 
 Always ask for help!  Do your form in front of an instructor or friend and ask them to criticize 
it…constructively that is.  Asking a friend always helps…and it will not only help you improve your 
technique…but your confidence for when you really present your form to judges! Good luck! ☺ 
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Vaughn’s Annual Christmas Party 
Melissa Jaworski 

 

  On Saturday, December 20th, friends and family of Vaughn’s Dojang met again to rejoice in 
Vaughn’s annual Christmas celebration.  Students were praised and awarded for numerous achievements 
throughout the year, as the dojang’s annual contributions were likewise recognized. Vaughn’s students 
were entertained through the various demos put on by Mr. Francis’s Black Dragons Team, the “OFC” team, 
VFMA Demo team, and of course, the legendary SWAT team.  Participants of all teams were congratulated 
with cheerful smiles and exuberant expressions as audience members chanted and applauded with 
fascination.  Dinner was described as none other than scrumptious, as many of the children…and adults… 
were spotted revisiting the taco bar, buffet, and ice cream table more than once!  We thank the staff 
members of Sunnybrook Ballroom for providing us with such great service.  Of course, dinner was followed 
by an even better time as a certain someone...without naming names (Mr. Altiere ☺) started the grooving 
on the dance floor.  In no time at all was the floor filled with dancers of all ages and sizes as the tunes led 
to hours of fun.  The electric slide, Macarena, limbo competitions, and even performances to Sean Paul 
and Baby Got Back…oh, of course, with an extra slow song or two, got everyone grooving to the beat. 
Friends and family were unfortunate to say their goodbyes as the music and celebration came to an end.  
Friends wished each other Happy Holidays and New Year’s Greetings as they hugged and gradually 
departed from yet another exciting Christmas celebration.  What an excellent way to end the year!  We 
only hope to see just as many happy faces next year!  Until then…Tang Soo! ☺ 

Tang Soo Do Jumble   
by Lauren Luneau 
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HUMILITY: The Sixth Tenet 
David T. Painter, PhD, JD 

E Dan 

 “While empty heads and grain stand 
straight, the ripe grain bends.”  In Kwan 
Chang Nim’s first book, The Essence, (p. 
54) these words teach through metaphor, 
the effect and the value of developing 
humility.  Through good instruction and 
diligent practice, a martial artist will 
develop and polish his or her skills of self-
defense and physical technique.  Wisdom 
and true mastery, “the ripened grain,” 
however, require humility.  Our ritual of 
bowing to our instructors and to our 
students, kyung yet, and the white stripes 
(representing the white belt) placed on our 
black belts should remind us to practice 
and to learn the value of humility. 

 None of us is perfect, though we 
might work very hard at perfecting a form, 
or a jump-spinning technique or a sparring 
combination.  Perfection is an elusive and 
unobtainable ideal.  Humility helps to keep 
our martial arts quests in perspective.  We 
do not learn a form or a technique on the 
first try.  Mostly, it takes dozens and 
dozens of attempts and practice sessions 
to come close to “getting it right.”  
Mistakes are inherent in the learning 
process.  We expect them.  Without 

humility, as students we would become 
overly frustrated and discouraged.  
Without humility, we could not be effective 
instructors and role models for our 
students.  Exercising humility permits us 
to take stock of our progress and to 
examine our martial arts attitudes and our 
skills. 

 Do we leave our humility in the 
dojang when we bow to the flags and 
back out the front doors?  I suppose we 
could.  But why?  Wouldn’t that be like 
leaving the other benefits of Tang Soo Do 
training in the dojang when we leave?  
While we may not bow to others in our 
culture outside of the dojang, showing and 
exercising humility in our lives, in other 
ways, is the way of a martial artist.  In The 
Essence, (p. 33) Kwan Chang Nim 
teaches that the ultimate purpose of Tang 
Soo Do is “to develop strong spirit and 
self-awareness.”  True self-awareness is 
simply not possible without humility.  
False pride, arrogance, egotism and the 
resentment these negative attitudes 
promote in others make true self-
awareness and spiritual development 
impossible to attain. 

 Many folks in the dojang know that I 
made a major career change in the past 
year.  Almost every day in my new career 
I need to be open to learning new skills 
and I need to seek the advice of others in 
order to learn and to practice my craft to 
the best of my ability.  In some cases, I 
need to get advice from professionals who 
are young enough to be my children.  
Fortunately, my Tang Soo Do training and 
the ample opportunities I have had to 
learn and to develop humility, help me 
every day in my quest to learn new skills, 
whether those skills are related to learning 
obscure and esoteric legal principles, to 
learning ways to adapt teaching in the 
Special Dragons class, or to learning the 
intricacies of an advanced hyung. 

 “The goal is the personal betterment 
of your mind, body and spirit. The goal is 
taking the lessons of the dojang and 
applying them to all aspects of your life to 
make it better.”  (The Essence, p. 179.) 
Take a moment to take stock.   How’s 
your humility? Do you show proper 
humility in the dojang?  Do you take yours 
with you when you leave the dojang? 

Last year, 2003, was the year of  the 
Goat and the year of the “Protocol” 
theme, and this year is the year of the 
Monkey and the new theme for our 
Vaughn’s Dojang is “Mentoring”.  The 
Monkey has arrived, and the Goat has 
gone and won’t be back for 12 more 
years, but “Protocol” will always be 
practiced at Vaughn’s Dojang every 
single day. 

 At Vaughn’s Winter Championship 
on Jan 24, 2004, I had the great honor of 
accompanying Grandmaster Shin.  I 
learned a lot from Kwan Chang Nim, 
including what a caring person he is.  It 
was amazing watching him and talking to 
him.  It was obvious from the very 
beginning of my visit how much he cares 
for our students.  He took total pleasure in 
watching all of the matches.  He 
especially enjoyed watching the Little and 
Special Dragons.  He asked me to tell the 
judges to rearrange their seats so the 
parents and audience could watch each of 

the matches with ease.  Grandmaster 
Shin is an expert at so many things 
including something as simple as the 
placement of the chairs in the rings.    

 It was no surprise to me why most of 
the students practiced proper protocol at 
the tournament.  As students approached 
Grandmaster Shin they immediately 
bowed to show their respect.  As you may 
recall from Grandmaster Shin’s book, The 
Essence, (p. 62) Kwan Chang Nim 
defines “BOW” as: 

“Being a student, one must, therefore, 
bow to the instructor, to senior 
members, and, also, to one’s 
opponents.  The bow is an outward 
display of an inner feeling and an 
expression of a humble mind, honor, 
pride, and self esteem, but it is never 
a blind submission.” 

Everyone at Vaughn’s Dojang 
respected and bowed to Kwan Chang Nim 
and to all Sah Bum Nims, when they 

passed him or her.  One student in our 
Little Dragons class did a great job on 
Protocol at the tournament.  His name is 
Josh Pulley; he walked back and forth a 
lot in front of the front desk, and he 
always stopped, turned, faced, and bowed 
to Kwan Chang Nim every single time he 
walked by.  That showed a lot of respect 
and protocol to Grandmaster Shin.  All of 
us can learn from each other.  Let’s never 
forget the importance of Protocol. 

Great job everyone.  Tang Soo! 

PROTOCOL at Vaughn’s Winter Championship  
Phi Vu, Cho Dan 
Protocol Officer 
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Vaughn’s Dojang 2003 Major Accomplishments 
Community Service 

Jan. 6, 7:  Girl Scouts demonstration (this event made the front page of the local newspaper.) 

Jan. 19:  Donated $1500 to the building fund and $500 to the Phoenixville YMCA 

Feb. 6:  Demonstration at the Phoenixville YMCA 

Feb. 7:  Conducted self-defense course for local school teachers 

Feb. 11, 12:  Conducted self-defense course for Upper Dublin School 

Feb. 19:  Black Belt Club donated $250 to Dominican Republic Church 

Feb. 22:  Conducted self-defense course for girls at Great Valley High School 

Mar. 9:  Hosted a Red Cross blood drive 

Mar. 16:  Provided assistance at the Freedom Foundation’s Rally for America 

Apr. 1:  Collected items for the troops at Bethesda Naval Hospital 

May 3:  Participated in the Charlestown Fair 

May 17:  Organized a car show at the Freedom Foundation 

June 1:  Marched in the Malvern Parade 

June:  Sponsored a local baseball team in our community 

July:  Conducted a clothing drive for the Dominican Republic Church 

Oct. 25:  Conducted our second successful Red Cross blood drive 

Nov./Dec.:  Collected “goods” for the homeless of Philadelphia and items for our Troops 

Dojang Events 
Jan.:  EFC “spotlighted” our special Dragons 

Jan. 19:  Conducted a successful winter tournament (it was covered in the local newspaper) 

Feb. 19:  Grandmaster Shin conducted a special Ki Gong class for our school 

Apr. 26:  Hosted Region 8 Dan testing at the Phoenixville YMCA 

May 31:  Started a Ki Gong class at our Dojang 

June 7:  Mr. Borriello was a guest instructor for the Black Belt Club 

July:  Vaughn’s Dojang was featured in the WTSDA’s summer newsletter 

Aug. 2:  The Demo team conducted an extremely successful car wash fundraiser for the World Tournament 

Aug. 13:  Celebrated our 5th Anniversary with an ice cream social 

Aug. 16:  Held our annual picnic 

Sept. 13:  Hosted Region 8 Dan testing at the Phoenixville High School 

Oct. 4:  Conducted our 1st in-house tournament 

Promotions 
Sah Dan:  Mark Jorgensen Sam Dan:  John Francis E Dan:  Steve Papp, Julia Christie, Patrick Vu 

Cho Dan:  Nick Lucas, Josh Lucas, Lauren Luneau, John Jaworski, Adam Reber, Andrew DeLena,  
Kevin Christie, Ed Newman, Ken Manuzak, David Bauer, Jamal Alsarraj, Larry Luneau, Rick Mentley, 
Scott Summers, Tyler Yazujian 

Best Retention Best Growth 
Monday/Wednesday 7-8 pm class Little Dragons 
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2004 VFMA Calendar 

FEBRUARY 2004 
 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
1 2 3 4 

 

5 ☯           6 7 
 

 

8 9 10 11 

 

12 

 

13 14 
 

 
15 16 

 
 
 
 

17 18 
 

 

19 20 21 
☯ 

 
 

22 23 24 25 

 

26 27 28 
 

 
☯         29       

 

Sam Dan  
Meeting 

Valentine’s 
Day 

Presidents’ 
Day 

Sam Dan 
Teaching           
BB Class Sam Dan 

Meeting 

VFMA 
 Gup Test 

YMCA  
Gup Test 

BB Maint. Test  
 
 

Central PA 
Championship

☯

BB Maint. 
Test 

BB Maint. 
Test 

VFMA 
Instructors’ 

Class 

Region 8 
Leadership 

Class 

Region 8 
Instructors’ 

Class 

MARCH 2004 
 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
 1 2 3 

 

4 ☯           5 6 
☯ 
¥ 

7 8 9 10 

 

11 

 

12 13 

14 15 16 17 
 

 

18 19 20 
 

¥ 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

☯         28 29 30 31 
 

 

   

 

St. Patrick’s 
Day 

Sam Dan 
Teaching           
BB Class Sam Dan 

Meeting 

VFMA 
 Gup Test 

YMCA  
Gup Test 

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

VFMA 
Instructors’ 

Class 

Region 8 
Leadership 

Class 

Riverwinds 
Gup Clinic 

Region 8 
Instructors’ 

Class 
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APRIL 2004 
 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
    1 ☯           2 ☯3 

 
¥ 

4 5 
 
 
 

6 
 

 

7 

 

8 9 
 

 

10 

11 
 

 

12 13 14 

 
 

15 

 

16 17 
 

¥ 

18 19 20 21 22 23 ☯          24 
 

 
25 26 27 28 

 

 

29 30  

 

Passover  
Good 
Friday 

Easter  

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

Sam Dan 
Teaching           
BB Class 

VFMA 
 Gup Test 

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

Region 8 
Dan Test 

VFMA 
Instructors’ 

Class 

Region 8 
Leadership 

Class 

Central 
PA Clinic 

First 
Seder 

YMCA  
Gup Test 

2004 VFMA Calendar 

MAY 2004 
 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
      1 

 
¥ 

2 3 4 5 

 

6 ☯           7 ☯            8 

9 
 

 

10 11 12 

 

13 

 

14 15 
 

¥ 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23          ☯ 
 
 

30 

24 
 
 

31 

25 26 
 

 

27 28 29 

 
 

Memorial 
Day 

 

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

Sam Dan 
Teaching           
BB Class 

VFMA 
Instructors’ 

Class 

VFMA 
 Gup Test 

YMCA  
Gup Test 

Mother’s 
Day 

Region 8 
Leadership 

Class 

Lancaster 
Gup Clinic 

Reg. 8 
Instr. 
Class 
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2004 VFMA Calendar 

JUNE 2004 
 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
  1 2 

 

3 ☯           4 5 
 

¥ 

6 7 8 9 

 

10 

 

11 ☯          12 

13 14 15 16 17 ☯         18 19 
 
 

20 
 

 

21 22 23 
 
 

 

24 
 
 

 

25 ☯             26 

27 28 29 30 
 

 

   

 

Sam Dan 
Teaching           
BB Class 

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

Sam Dan 
Meeting 

VFMA 
 Gup Test 

YMCA  
Gup Test 

VFMA 
Instructors’ 

Class 

Reg. 8 Adult Black Belt Camp      

Father’s 
Day 

Reg. 8 Youth Black Belt Camp      

Region 8 
Leadership 

Class 
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 February 2004 

Tell us what you think! 

Tsdnewsletter@yahoo.com 

 

Please give us feedback on any of the following. 
Send an article to liven up the material!  We 
appreciate your input! 

 

• Send an article or pictures 

• Suggestions for newsletter content or 
layout 

• Comments on specific articles 

• Comments on specific events 

• Any future events you would like to see? 

• Any events that were disappointing?  Why? 

Want Ads!!! 

• Those of you with 
computer skills that will 
help the dojang, please 
call Master Vaughn at 
the Studio!  Many skills 
are needed! 

• Cho Dan Bos! You 
should be assigned to a 
committee or a Black 
Belt for assistant 
teaching.  Please 
contact Mr. Altiere if 
you are not already 
assigned. 


